— Page 149 to Page 158 —
UK session

Attendees: Aaron, Rob Davis, John, Michelle F, Gwynne Mayer, XJ, Lynne Elliott, Joe Appel,
James, Carole Orem
LE: Seems to be about the law of three and that we are third force blind
RB: It is about the law of three, but not clear exactly what is being said.
CO: About separating three centers and re-blend – self-remembering

RB: Saturn. Creatures of Saturn are birds – intellect. Ancient Egyptian falcon-headed god has
a name similar to Harharkh and son (introduced later) Rakhoorkh – similar to Ra (sun God).
CO: Horas?

GM: Relevance of right and left wing in turning on the machine?
RB: Normally right and left about personality and essence
CO: Right emotion and left intellect

LE: Hinting that we are third force blind. When we are in an event when we have an opposing
view and someone may think that they came up with the solution, but it came out of the dis‐
cussion. Began to see that the third force comes in and provides the solution. He seems to
suggest that … until we realize what the third force is, won’t mean much to us. We are on the
level of the Earth …
GM: Also something to do with the grand accumulator – above the head.

LE: Have different accumulators within and always thought that the big one is also inside.

RB: Not clear whether he is drawing parallel with the accumulators of the body and the
Hrhaharhtzaha. What is ‘like a voltmeter/dynamo …’? Anything that can create movement
can generate an electric current.
GM: Can we generate our own voltmeter?

RB: Would be good if we could decode the numbers. Some of the words could be like birdsounds. What noise ravens make?
LE: Trying to work out the pronunciation – generates energy. Law of 3 generates energy.
GM: How would we cause light in ourselves from that process?
J: Remorse that makes the Sun shine

LE: We create energy in ourselves. Law of three …

RB: Nothing happens without the law of three. Named the three parts of the Okidanokh:

Parijrahatnatioose. Anodnatious and Cathodnatious. Potential called volts. Negative charge
rising up from the ground and making contact with a positive charge of the cloud and a light‐
ning bolt comes down.
RB: Idea of creation where the supreme being separates himself from himself and creates a huge
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positive charge in the space of the universe and negative charges at the center of planets and
suns. Evidence seems to be that is ow the universe functions – movement from higher voltage
to what they have contact with. We send charge to the moon… Appears to be a permanent
electrical flow between two aspects of the Absolute. One is a cathode and the other is a series
of anodes distributed throughout … All and Everything. Cathodnatious coming down and
Anodnatious is moving up. Holy Ghost needs to be introduced – third force. This is just a
model. We are third force blind, so don’t see the Holy Ghost. This description – anodnatious
and cathodnatious blending and causing artificial light. He is talking about artificial light
within us. If you persist with the model I talked about, one discovers that a negative current
flows through and we are alive because of a negative current. Our biology is driven by voltage
at a cellular level. Create accumulators and our organs are related to electrical behaviour. AT
the level of microvolts.

GM: I think that is what he is talking about. Ordinary beings that have not included the holy
force and your explanation of how we build and receive accumulators in our system. Eventually
go to create kesdjan body … higher centers. Rays – in esoteric work the rays are used constantly
in higher understanding …
RB: Health is electrical. Cell works entirely through ATP. Accumulator in cell. Mitochondria
– made up of elements that hold negative charge. Movement across cell walls is electric – neg‐
atively charged oxygen ion. Scales up. By blending together these two parts of electricity and
creating artificial light we are destroying something.
RB: Can design machines to take on work that we used to do with our bodies.
GM
cuum.’

:‘pump-of-complex-construction-for-exhausting-atmosphere-to-the-point-of-absolute-va‐

RB: Can’t really do that – can create a semi-vacuum – magnesium used in light bulbs? Often
in science create a thought experiment. E.g. Einstein asking what would it be like to stand on
a ray of light? So he is inventing something here – implication that there is no third force.
Ability to pump something in. This is not a description of how artificial light occurs.
RB: Introducing 2 of the three parts of okidanokh into that space and it lights up.

J: Been looking at this chapter in the context of some of the chapters that have gone before.
Angels representing birth of human being, development of personality … someone starting out
in the Work and start the first descent, which has some valid methodologies and points out the
mistakes to avoid. Don’t try to change everything at once. Next 3 chapters provide new repres‐
entation of reality – objective science. Now second descent follows. [Shared screen]
J: Representation of electric and magnetic fields. Head vs spinal marrow and solar plexus as
third force? Creation of atmosphere

RB: What you are showing is reasonably accurate – negative point is fragmented into many
moons, suns, planets. Magnetic fields – electrical fields don’t exist without magnetic fields.
Always turn back to where they came from – from north pole to south pole. Exactly how at‐
mosphere of planet Earth works. Electric and magnetic fields are always at right angles. More
complicated picture – not sure I could represent it – those two things merge and you have some‐
thing called the universe. Merge at the negative pole. Wrote about this.

JA: How human beings are relationship of electrical currents and how mechanisation is destroy‐
ing humanity. Still wondering about distinction between normal and artificial manifestations.
There is a negative connotation with the word ‘artificial’ and may not be necessary or intended.
RB: In terms of the use of terminology “artificial light” – only has one literal meaning, but can
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have many metaphorical meanings. Don’t think the word ‘artificial’ necessarily implies negativ‐
ity. Not natural or spontaneous. Think JA has a point. Our mechanical behaviour is inferior
to our emotional behaviour which is not mechanical, but is also inferior to our impartial beha‐
viour.
JA: Can be related to something new brought in.

RB: Every level can be mechanical in relation to the level above it. Centers working with H48
– very little attention involved.

RB: Calls a dynamo a lifechakan. Not easy to decode. Chaka/chakra imply a wheel, so reason‐
able to associate a wheel with a dynamo. Maybe there are physical dynamos in the body.
RB: Beelzebub descends to Saturn.
sacred action of ‘Vznooshlitzval’

J: First descent – figured out wrong way to go about it, full assault on personality/fictitious con‐
sciousness. Would be wiser to get your BA in objective science and still don’t go directly to
Earth, need to make a pitstop at Saturn (from Mars) – could be higher part of intellectual center
and try to get that cleaned up and in order and from there would be possible to start work on
Earth (second descend). Essence friend – someone who loves essence. Higher part of intellec‐
tual center that loves essence already – kindred vibrations.
‘Trust-another-like-yourself.’

RB: Trying to work out … my personality is made for existing in UK/America and wouldn’t go
down well in Russia an d China. If we performed a sacred Askalnooazar,’ and give to the people
I am visiting – translates the personality for them.
J: King of Saturn trusts him for some reason – something reasonable about what Beelzebub had
done.

RB: Another visitation to somewhere that will help us in our Work. Very smart. When we are
dealing with Gornahoor Harharkh, not dealing with the highest part – normal part of the in‐
tellectual center. Having gone down to Atlantis and tried to fix things … realize that is not the
way to approach that part. Now having a go at the intellect. How is it going to help? Is the
great maker of machines.
RB: When I was young I had a chess-playing machine in me – not any more. I could do it
because I have a mind that can build a machine to do that. Book about memory and realized
that if you want to remember every person’s name, etc. have to make the machines.
MF: In German word for Lifechakan – live swallowing up.

RB: That is good. Chakan – if it is Sanskrit, that is unusual.

MF: Different aspects of Horas that have this sound in his name. https://de.wikipedia.org/wi‐
ki/Horus

RB: Mentation by thought is the best human beings can be. Mentation by form is the acci‐
dental activity of mentation that has deflected the intellectual center. One of the things is that
it seems to be a mechanism within a human being that if you hear a word you haven’t heard you
will try to deduce by the context and what it sounds like. The way the mind stores and creates
a poor way of thinking is by chaining together all of those things. So he is saying here “And so,
my boy, in view of all this, I shall not repeat these conversations word for word but shall give you only
their sense in our speech, continuing of course to employ those terms and ‘specific-names’ or rather those
consonances produced by what are called ‘being-vocal-chords,’ which consonances are used by your fa‐
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vorites of the planet Earth and which have now become for you, owing to continued repetition during
my tales about them, habitual and easily perceived.

He is protecting us from the outrageous sounds, however, still subjects us to these difficult to
pronounce sounds and words that we have to decode.
RB: Being vocal chords?

RD: Vocal chords in your mirror neurons?
RB: Uses the vocal chords

GM: In Vedic literature there is a 16 petal form in the throat that open and close (when not
speaking the truth). Importance of Lotus in the throat – where you receive a lot of energy and
may have to learn to close so as not to take in negative atmosphere.
This particular lotus, with 16 outer petals, also symbolizes the Throat chakra which is con‐
sidered to be the source of Udana Prana energy that purifies the body, psyche and subconscious
through the breath allowing for authentic self-expression and enhanced communication, even‐
tually leading us to become our true selves.

RB: When you see him put ‘being’ in front of a word, this is a word he has constructed as a
noun-adjunct. Does this so many times. Here trying to re-imagine vocal chords. When you
have ‘being’ involved – attention prior to the experience. Being-sight also – not normal sight –
as consequence of attention. Over 200 examples of words with ‘being’ and I don’t understand
the meaning of them. The only one is being-Parktdolg duty.
J: Seven levels of meaning – depends on level of being.

RB: Statement made by G and reported by Ouspensky. Every noun must be looked at as having
7 aspects. By attaching being – same for 1,2,3. For 4,5,6,7 hierarchy. Should probably focus
in in respect of man number 4. Takes in information and tries it out and can create being.
LE: Man 1 through 7. Yes.

RB: All the stuff from Gornahoor – constructed from special materials. What does that mean?
LE: Does anyone in contemporary science believe that we are not electrical

RB: They don’t accept anything at all about Electric Universe and that is going to collapse in
next 10 years. Safire Project and everything around it destroying physics now. Believes in
Lambda CDM model.
RB: Presentation by Michael Clarage on YouTube.
ults?search_query=michael+clarage

https://www.youtube.com/res‐

US Session
Attendees: Sandra J, Anthony Tan, Bobbie Pennock, Jeff Klopp, Jeff Tripodi, James O’Donnell,
Ronald Jones, Stephen Frantz, Anne Little
SF: Most important part of the chapter – demonstration of the forces – main meaning I took
what happens when you try to work or make something happen without recourse to the third
force, or trying to work with 2 centers instead of 3. Artificial light is mostly waste heat – don’t
get rays, which I assume means useful vibrations. Can’t perceive when 3 forces are brought into
play with ordinary being functions. So how do I know when it is happening. Digestion of food
and air are mostly invisible to me, so perhaps …
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RB: The meeting this morning concluded that the visit to Saturn is similar to the visit to Earth.
In the context of Beelzebub – Earth personality, Saturn intellectual center. Made more sense
once we went in that direction.
… performed concerning my personality that sacred process which exists in the Universe under the
name of the ‘Sacred Vznooshlitzval,’ that is to say, concerning my personality there was implanted in
the presences of those three-brained beings by means of another sacred process called ‘Askalnooazar,’ that
which Objective Science defines by the notion, ‘Trust-another-like-yourself.’
Some kind of process necessary so that the King of Saturn naturally trusted Beelzebub, for in‐
stance. Problem of cultural differences?
‘Trust-another-like-yourself.’

Vaguely do that in the Work – usually very different – but level of trust that I can have.
Noticed

“Gornahoor Harharkh, who afterwards, as I have already told you, became my essence-friend, was
then considered one of the foremost scientists among the ordinary three-brained beings of the whole
Universe, and all his constatations as well as the elucidatory apparatuses he had invented were every‐
where widespread, and other learned beings on the various planets were using them more and more.
RB: Literal interpretation of this doesn’t make any sense.

RJ: Link between Saturn and intellectual center – first entrée through higher part of intellectual
center and moves into the castle and the first friend is the universal-known scientist. Center of
intellectual pursuits.

RB: Would agree and go further. Looking at a human being. This is a story about one human
being. Gornahoor Harharkh therefore represents a certain part of the intellectual center. He
makes inventions.
PS: And experiments.

RB: And G is proposing thought experiments. Isaac Newton and spinning bucket experiment:
bucket is spinning and has water in it and because it is spinning and has water in it, it has a
meniscus curve. If you remove the rest of the Universe is the bucket still spinning and is the
water same? Is spin intrinsic to the object or contextual to the universe. Newton decided that
it still spins and is probably wrong. Because of the 3 laws of motion that Newton proposed are
absolute … end up with a different physics. Similar being proposed by G – proposing things
that are impossible.
‘pump-of-complex-construction-for-exhausting-atmosphere-to-the-point-of-absolute-vacuum.’

No action of pumping that could ever do that. You can evacuate some of the volume of the
space, but would create a counterforce which would pull air back in. Doesn’t matter if it is a
thought experiment – can just say it is a vacuum. Will have to revisit this at some point.
Why does he want to create a vacuum? 3 parts of omnipresent-okidanokh introduced into the
chamber. Constructed of something like glass … something like a dynamo … something like
accumulators … Interesting language.
In arch-absurd statement that the Sun doesn’t light nor heat. And here rays can’t pass through
the ‘glass’ but we can see inside it.

SF: Difficult to completely let go. Tried to frame in terms of something I already know. And
some of the word constructions are so strange … if you think you know what I am saying here,
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you are wrong!

RB: I have a reaction along the lines of: this is too hard for me now, I will put it to one side and
come back to it. He has given you meanings for the difficult words. I thought at one point in
time that these are all bird noises, but not sure now and don’t know what to do with that idea.
SJ: Also fascinated by the ‘hr’ words. Also friend has Angel-soft voice. … will give you sense
in our speech (p152)
RB: “It is the same with your favorites on the planet Earth.

They also have added to the name of every person the word ‘Mister’ or sometimes a whole meaningless
phrase expressing the notion for which our honorable Mullah Nassr Eddin has the following sentence:
“And namely he says:

“ ‘Nevertheless, there’s more reality in it than in the wiseacrings of an “expert” in monkey-business.’
What does the word ‘mister’ mean?
RJ: Master

RB: Level of unity. Offer the possibility of you being a fully unified being. What Gornahoor
is supposed to mean. All have intellect and capable of doing smart stuff and has a best part –
must have. Incidentally, seems to me that it is easier to unify the intellectual part than the
moving and emotional part. Idea of being intellectually consistent seems easier.
RB: Artificial?

Accepted that the Earth is warming at the moment. Is this real wisdom or is it artificial light?

SJ: Thinking some of the meaning about going into the subconscious. Not sure if it is the emo‐
tional part of the subconscious and is there a subconscious part of the intellect?
RB: And we can’t answer that – because if it is subconscious we can’t observe it – except by
going higher. If I go to sleep and put a problem in my head, something tries to answer it.
7000285 – something similar to the repetition of 7s – something odd going on there.

SF: Going back to artificial. To make art. Didn’t become pejorative until recently. May be
referring to a high kind of use of intellect to speculate about what-ifs to get greater understand,
or as a problem solving capability.
SJ: Top of 157 - “the-result-of-the-process-of-the-reciprocal-destruction-oftwo-opposite-forces,” or as ordinary beings express it,
“the-cause-of-artificial-light.”

Interactions of the elements of okidanokh in a non-lawful way.

RJ: Gornahoor Harharkh not just dealing with labour saving devices, but going to the 3 forces
of nature and has to do something non-law conformable. Have to do something artificial and
becomes visible. Attacking dualism – if you don’t see the 3rd force, you get war, contradiction,
mutual destruction. I need to see all three forces and if not get caught up in all this and the
cause of artificial light.
PS: Both the numbers are seven digits and 3,040,000 totals 7. Wonder whether the zeros in‐
dicate missing parts of the process.
JT: 7,000,285 – numerology equals 22 and that is called the master builder or master architect
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in numerology.

RB: Magician in the tarot?

RB: When he suggests the sun neither lights nor heats – something I don’t understand yet –
can think of as a metaphor and that is right, but our understanding of light, dark, heat, cold are
wrong. Similarly stuck with ‘it’s a bit like a lamp’ laboratory and fills with 3 parts of okidanokh
sored in three accumulators. If you look what an electrical accumulator is, it accumulates
voltage, not parts – so not the accumulators we would understand in terms of electricity. May
be accumulators that exist in our bodies – possible. If we wanted to create artificial light would
pass a wire along the wire voltage would encounter resistance and the filament would light up
– not what he is describing here.
SF: Link with different methods of locomotion of spaceships. One based on a clash of oppos‐
ites which does create energy. Opposing force as fuel …
SJ: Got that feeling too reading about the description of the workshop and appliance.

RB: Entirely valid. Whole of universe functions by creation of living things that are born and
die and in between act like perpetual motion machines. A lot of this is a description of the
human body – using law of 3 and law of 7.

RB: Abuse of electricity damaging whole planet and G said to Ladies of the Rope. Driving
through Vichy and they had put electric lamps in the streets that they didn’t have previously
(late 1940s). Solita Solano asked didn’t you say use of electricity is going to damage man and
his response was the more they use the worse it will be. We have lights everywhere at night.
SJ: Night life in cities before electric lighting in the streets – not good.

BP: In Las Vegas when they turned the lights off on the strip to save energy, couldn’t find our
way around.
SJ: Not to mention computers – can’t put it down now.

RB: Been resisting the temptation of iPhone for a long time.

SJ: p156 comes up with new words for what I thought he had already introduced.

RB: Anode – way up; Cathode – way down. Cathode positive charge and Anode negative
charge. Seems that one way of looking at the universe and creation is that the Absolute separ‐
ates himself from himself and the story that is told in the Tales is our Endlessness/Absolute on
high occupies the whole of the universe and Sun Absolute is his body and the place of his ex‐
istence. Stuff migrates to and from the Sun Absolute. Bottom layer operates from Moons,
Earths, Suns. What appears to be happening in the universe is that there is a motion of positive
ions or positively charged electricity that seems to collect and descend into the galaxies through
a network of suns and from the suns to planets and then to moons. Strange thing is that the
Moon is negatively charged in relation to the Earth. Sun has Birkeland currents – so negatively
charged in relation to something and the universe is electric. Evidence has become extremely
strong. In line with the story that G uses. Anodnatious is about things rising up. As living
things we are conductors of negative charge. If we get ill, could be due to lack of negative charge
where it matters. Certain lizard that has regenerative capability will regrow part. Forms
blastoma and it is negatively charged. Experiment with lizard and would add negative charge
to blastoma and it would grow faster. If you chop off a frog’s leg it can’t regrow, but he got it to
do that with electric charge. Walking barefoot on grass generate negative charge. Same with
tree-hugging. Indicates our existence is strongly connected to electrical charge. Known to be
at the cellular level – ATP. Used to be thought that we function by breathing in oxygen, but it
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has to be transformed into ionic oxygen in the cell and forms ATP. Interesting because it is a
source of negative charge and whole of mitochondria of the cell that animate it – function to
generate ATP. Nerve cells, muscle cells, need ATP. We are in electrical universe. It isn’t just
the Absolute above and flow between fragmented Absolute below – All is Endlessness and
Everything Absolute and what is missing is Holy Ghost. Something here that has to do with
that third part. Parijrahatnatioose is the third part.
SF: If Anode means way up, what comes to mind is the ascending octave. What you are de‐
scribing is this flow of energy from positively charged sun Absolute to negatively charged Holy
Firm (Anode). How to think about that – reversing poles? Ascending Octave about passive?
By carrying negative charge allows energy to come to you.

RB: Has 3 forces all the way up. Ultimate negative is Moon and ultimate positive is Absolute
– actually Holy Firm is lower than Moon. Not a new idea that things climb up and come down
– ladder to heaven, devils descending. At each note is a law of 3 and A, C and P (3rd force). In
order to be eaten, have to be passive to the higher. Question: We know because we have meas‐
ured that the solar wind comes to the Earth and it is positively charged ions and gets to the
planet at north and south pole and keeps pouring positive charge into the Earth. In electrical
terms you eventually get zero voltage – Earth as positively charged as the Sun, but that isn’t
what happens, so must be a source of negative charge in the Earth. If you examine things like
thunderstorms realize there is an electrical gradient going on. Thunderstorms happen in the
middle and the lower part of the thundercloud sending negative ions to earth and above the
clouds there is red coloured lightning going up to the ionosphere all the time. Magnetosphere
passes dead people to the Moon. Wherever I have looked I see the same picture. It was a shock
to discover that plasma has three different states and that it lined up with the hydrogens. Ma‐
jority of atoms that flow are in the Birkeland currents – magnesium and iron – major constitu‐
ents of lava. Plants are all magnesium and we are iron. These weren’t discoveries, the
information was there, but no-one had linked together.
SF: Quote that you begun with – where did that come from?

RB: Don’t know. Have a spreadsheet of quotes and it came out of there. May have come from
Idris Watts – quoted on Twitter. Or from Joseph Aziz – on his website.
JT: Arch- know it means ‘chief ’ and also has meaning of clever.

RB: I think he is meaning ‘chief ’. Do you know what preposterous means? Pre- before and
post after. Absurd is out of tune. So one is out of tune and the other is putting the cart before
the horse.
RB: There appears to be a kind of match between Harharkh and Horus – God that has a bird’s
head. In original Egyptian. Son Rakhoorkh – related to Ra?
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